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Let D be an X-outer S-derivation of a prime ring R , where S is
an automorphism of R . The following is proved among other
things: The degree of the minimal semi-invariant polynomial of
the Ore extension R[X; S, D] is ν if char R = 0, and is pkν for
some k 0 if char R = p  2, where ν is the least integer ν  1
such that SνDS−ν − D is X-inner. A similar result holds for cv-
polynomials. These are done by introducing the new notion of k-
basic polynomials for each integer k  0, which enable us to
analyze semi-invariant polynomials inductively.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Let σ ,τ be automorphisms of a ring R . A (τ ,σ )-derivation of R is a map δ : R → R satisfying
δ(x+ y) = δ(x) + δ(y) and δ(xy) = δ(x)τ (y) + σ(x)δ(y) for all x, y ∈ R .
Given b ∈ R , the map
ad(τ ,σ )(b) : x ∈ R → bτ (x) − σ(x)b
deﬁnes a (τ ,σ )-derivation, called the inner (τ ,σ )-derivation deﬁned by b. We call a (τ ,σ )-derivation
outer if it is not of this form. Let 1 denote the identity automorphism x → x. We call (1, σ )-derivations
simply σ -derivations. We also write ad(1,σ )(b) as adσ (b).
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S-derivation D , denoted by R[X; S, D], is the ring freely generated by the ring R adjoined by an
indeterminate X subjected to the commuting rule
Xr = S(r)X + D(r) for r ∈ R .
Ore extensions, since their discovery in [20], have been very important in constructing interesting
mathematical objects, see for example [1,2,4–13,15–19,21–25]. In modern algebras, this elementary
construction is important in particular due to the fact that the quantum Borel subalgebra in Drinfeld–
Jimbo quantization is an iterated Ore extension, see for example [4].
Throughout, R is a prime ring. To investigate R[X; S, D], we have to work in the symmetric Martin-
dale quotient ring of R , which we denote by Q . (See [3] for the deﬁnition and basic properties of Q .)
The automorphism S and the S-derivation D can be uniquely extended to Q . We form Q [X; S, D]
analogously. Elements of Q [X; S, D] are called skew polynomials or merely polynomials for short.
Any skew polynomial f can be written uniquely in the form f =∑i ai X i , where ai ∈ Q vanish for
all but ﬁnitely many i. We call ai the coeﬃcient of Xi in f . The degree of a nonzero polynomial f ,
denoted by deg f , is the largest integer m  0 with am = 0 and the corresponding am is called the
leading coeﬃcient of f . We call f monic if the leading coeﬃcient am is equal to 1. We also postulate
that the zero polynomial has the degree −∞. So deg f g  deg f + deg g for any f , g . The equality
holds, in particular, if one of f , g is zero or has an invertible leading coeﬃcient. It is convenient to
have the following notations:
Deﬁnition. Set P def.= Q [X; S, D] and P(m) def.= { f ∈ P: deg f < m} for integer m  0. Clearly,
P(m) forms a (Q , Q )-bimodule. Let A be the group of automorphisms of Q . For σ ,τ ∈ A, let Lσ ,τ
be the set of (σ , τ )-derivations and Liσ ,τ the set of all inner (σ , τ )-derivations. If σ = 1 then write
Lσ ,τ and Liσ ,τ as Lτ and Liτ respectively. Set L def.=
⋃
σ ,τ∈A Lσ ,τ and Li def.=
⋃
σ ,τ∈A Liσ ,τ . Skew
derivations in Li are called X-inner and skew derivations in L \ Li are called X-outer.
We call f ∈ P a semi-invariant polynomial if there exists σ ∈ A such that f r − σ(r) f = 0 for all
r ∈ R [15,17]. Semi-invariant polynomials substantially determine the ideal structure of R[X; S, D] in
the following way: For any ideal I of R[X; S, D], there exists a unique monic semi-invariant poly-
nomial f and an ideal I of R such that f I ⊆ I ⊆ f Q [X; S, D] [17]. A semi-invariant polynomial is
called minimal if it is monic and has the minimal degree > 0. Any semi-invariant polynomial can be
expressed in terms of the minimal semi-invariant polynomial in a special form (Proposition 2.8, [17]).
The minimal semi-invariant polynomial completely determines the algebraic dependency of the S-
derivation D as follows: Let
f = Xν + a1Xν−1 + · · · + aν
be the minimal semi-invariant polynomial. Then D satisﬁes the equality
Dν + a1Dν−1 + · · · + adSν (aν) = 0,
called the minimal quasi-algebraic relation of D [17] or the minimal K -identity of D [7]. Let
g0, . . . , gν−1 ∈ A be mutually outer in the sense that gi g−1j , i = j, is not X-inner. Let f (x0, . . . , xν−1)
be a generalized polynomial in distinct indeterminates x0, . . . , xν−1 and with coeﬃcients in Q . It is
shown in [7] that if f (g0(r), g1D(r), . . . , gν−1Dν−1(r)) = 0 for any r ∈ R or if f (g0(r), Dg1(r), . . . ,
Dν−1gν−1(r)) = 0 for any r ∈ R , then
f (r0, . . . , rν−1) = 0 for any r0, . . . , rν−1 ∈ R .
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R[X; S, D] and also of the S-derivation D itself. Our aim here is to analyze the structure of the
minimal semi-invariant polynomial.
1. k-Basic polynomials
More generally, we call f ∈ P a cv-polynomial with respect to (σ , δ), where σ ∈ A and δ ∈ Lσ , if
f r − σ(r) f = δ(r) for all r ∈ R (Deﬁnition 2.4, [16]). We also call σ the associated automorphism and
δ the associated skew derivation of f . Clearly, semi-invariant polynomials are merely cv-polynomials
with respect to (σ ,0) for some σ ∈ A. Cv-polynomials characterize homomorphisms between Ore
extensions and form a crucial tool for our analysis of semi-invariant polynomials. It is shown (Theo-
rem 2.16(4), [16]) that f is a cv-polynomial if and only if there exists σ ∈ A such that f r−σ(r) f ∈ Q
for all r ∈ R . So the semi-invariance and cv-ness of a skew polynomial f can be viewed as a sort
of σ -twisted commutativity of f and R . We reﬁne these two notions by measuring the σ -twisted
commutativity in terms of degrees as follows:
Deﬁnition. Let k be an integer, positive, negative or 0, and σ ∈ A. By a (k, σ )-basic polynomial, we
mean a nonzero polynomial f such that f r − σ(r) f ∈ P(deg f − k) for any r ∈ R , that is, such that
deg
(
f r − σ(r) f )< deg f − k for any r ∈ R . (∗)
We call σ the associated automorphism of f . If σ is understood then we call f k-basic for brevity.
For convenience, k above is allowed to be negative. However, if k < 0 then (∗) holds trivially for
any f = 0. That is, any nonzero f is (k, σ )-basic for any integer k < 0 and for any σ ∈ A. On the
other hand, for f = 0, if k  deg f then (∗) is equivalent to f r − σ(r) f = 0 for any r ∈ R , that is,
to the semi-invariance of f . Conversely, if f is semi-invariant then deg( f r − σ(r) f ) = −∞ for r ∈ R
and hence (∗) holds for any k  deg f . So it suﬃces to consider the k-basic-ness of nonzero f for
0 k deg f .
Clearly, the k-basic-ness of f is independent of its coeﬃcients at Xi for 0 i < deg f −k or, equiv-
alently, depends only on the equivalence class of f in the quotient (Q , Q )-bimodule P/P(deg f −k).
So two k-basic polynomials f , g ∈ P satisfying g ≡ f modulo P(deg f − k) are essentially the same.
Our characterization of a k-basic polynomial of degree n is hence only up to within the equivalence
modulo P(n − k).
If f is k-basic then f is clearly also s-basic for any 0  s  k. Also clearly, f is semi-invariant if
and only if f is (deg f )-basic. Similarly, f is a cv-polynomial if and only if f is (deg f − 1)-basic. For
k 0, the automorphism σ in (∗) is uniquely determined by f as in the following:
Lemma 1. For k  0, if f is a (k, σ )-basic polynomial of degree n then the leading coeﬃcient u of f is a unit
such that σ(r) = uSn(r)u−1 for all r ∈ R.
Proof. The coeﬃcient of Xn in f r − σ(r) f is equal to uSn(r) − σ(r)u and must vanish by (∗). So we
have the equality uSn(r)−σ(r)u = 0 for r ∈ R . This implies that u is a unit such that σ(r) = uSn(r)u−1
for r ∈ R . 
So for k 0, the k-basic polynomial f uniquely determines its associated automorphism σ . Partic-
ularly, a monic k-basic polynomial of degree n is (k, Sn)-basic. However, for k < 0, all polynomials are
k-basic and can be associated with any automorphisms. With Lemma 1, we may reduce our investi-
gation of k-basic polynomials to that of monic ones as follows.
Lemma 2. For k  0, a skew polynomial f is k-basic if and only if its leading coeﬃcient u is a unit and the
monic skew polynomial u−1 f is k-basic.
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u−1 f r − Sn(r)u−1 f = u−1( f r − uSn(r)u−1 f ).
So we have
deg
(
u−1 f r − Sn(r)u−1 f )= deg( f r − uSn(r)u−1 f ). (1)
Firstly, assume that f is k-basic. By Lemma 1, its leading coeﬃcient u is a unit and its associated
automorphism σ is given by σ(r) = uSn(r)u−1 for r ∈ R . So for r ∈ R ,
deg
(
f r − uSn(r)u−1 f )= deg( f r − σ(r) f )< n − k.
By (1), deg(u−1 f r − Sn(r)u−1 f ) < n − k. So the monic skew polynomial u−1 f is k-basic. The only
if part (⇒) is thus proved. Conversely, assume that u is a unit and that the monic skew polyno-
mial u−1 f is k-basic. By Lemma 1, the associated automorphism of u−1 f is Sn . So deg(u−1 f r −
Sn(r)u−1 f ) < n − k. By (1), deg( f r − uSn(r)u−1 f ) < n − k. So f is (k, σ )-basic, where σ(r) def.=
uSn(r)u−1 for r ∈ R . The if part (⇐) is thus proved. 
Let Δij , where i  j  0, be the sum of all possible products with j factors of S and i − j factors
of D . Particularly, Δn0 = Dn and Δmm = Sm . For convenience, we postulate Δij = 0 for integers i, j which
do not satisfy i  j  0. We have
Dm(ab) =
m∑
i=0
Δmi (a)D
i(b) =
∑
i
Δmi (a)D
i(b) for a,b ∈ Q .
More generally, given m n 0, we verify easily that
Δmn (ab) =
m∑
i=n
Δmi (a)Δ
i
n(b) =
∑
i
Δmi (a)Δ
i
n(b) for a,b ∈ Q . (2)
For the indeterminate X in the Ore extension R[X; S, D], we have the equality
Xir =
i∑
j=0
Δij(r)X
j =
∑
j
Δij(r)X
j r ∈ R. (3)
Given a skew polynomial f =∑i ai X i , where ai ∈ Q , we have by (3)
f r =
∑
i
ai X
ir =
∑
i
ai
∑
j
Δij(r)X
j =
∑
j
∑
i
aiΔ
i
j(r)X
j =
∑
j
∑
i j
aiΔ
i
j(r)X
j .
Given an automorphism σ of Q , the coeﬃcient of X j in f r − σ(r) f is thus equal to
∑
i: i j
aiΔ
i
j(r) − σ(r)a j .
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j
j(r) = a j S j(r), we have
∑
i: i j
aiΔ
i
j(r) − σ(r)a j =
∑
i: i> j
aiΔ
i
j(r) + a j S j(r) − σ(r)a j
=
∑
i: i> j
aiΔ
i
j(r) + ad(S j,σ )(a j)(r).
So
the coeﬃcient at X j in f r − σ(r) f equals
∑
i> j
aiΔ
i
j(r) + ad(S j,σ )(a j)(r). (4)
The ﬁrst summation depends only on ai for i > j, while the last term depends on both σ and a j . So
the k-basic-ness of f depends merely on the coeﬃcients ai , i  deg f − k. We will study the k-basic-
ness of f by an induction on k. If f is (k, σ )-basic then coeﬃcients of X j in f r − σ(r) f vanish for
all j  deg f −k. Whether f is also (k+1)-basic or not depends on the coeﬃcients of Xdeg f−k−1. We
hence deﬁne the following important notion.
Deﬁnition. Given nonzero f =∑i ai X i ∈ P , where ai ∈ Q , and an integer k, positive or nonpositive,
we deﬁne
δ
f
k (r)
def.=
∑
i: ideg f−k
aiΔ
i
deg f−k−1(r) for r ∈ R .
We have also allowed k above to be nonpositive. But for k < 0, δ fk (r) = 0 for all r ∈ R by our
convention on ai ’s. Set n
def.= deg f . In terms of δ fk ,
the coeﬃcient at Xn−k−1 in f r − σ(r) f equals δ fk (r) + ad(Sn−k−1,σ )(an−k−1)(r). (5)
For u ∈ Q , let λ(u) denote the left multiplication by u deﬁned by
λ(u) : r ∈ Q → ur.
By deﬁnition, δ fk depends linearly on the coeﬃcients of X
i in f for i  deg f − k. With this, we have
the following linearity: If f ≡∑s us gs modulo P(deg f − k), where gs ∈ P and us ∈ Q , then
δ
f
k =
∑
s
λ(us)δ
gs
deg gs−deg f+k. (6)
Our method is to understand k-basic polynomials in terms of skew derivations. The following
establishes the crucial connection between these two notions:
Lemma 3. If f is a (k, σ )-basic polynomial of degree m then δ fk deﬁnes an (S
m−k−1, σ )-derivation of R to Q .
In this case, we call δ fk the associated skew derivation of f .
Proof. Write f =∑i ai X i , where ai ∈ Q . For r ∈ Q , set
δ(r)
def.= the coeﬃcient of Xm−k−1 in f r − σ(r) f .
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δ
f
k = δ − ad(Sm−k−1,σ )(am−k−1).
It thus suﬃces to show that δ is an (Sm−k−1, σ )-derivation. Given a,b ∈ R , we clearly have
f (a+ b)− σ(a + b) f = ( f a− σ(a) f )+ ( f b − σ(b) f ).
The equality of the coeﬃcients of Xm−k−1 in the left and the right expressions gives δ(a + b) =
δ(a) + δ(b). Also,
f (ab)− σ(ab) f = f ab − σ(a)σ (b) f = ( f a− σ(a) f )b + σ(a)( f b − σ(b) f ).
Since f is (k, σ )-basic, f (ab) − σ(ab) f , f a − σ(a) f and f b − σ(b) f all have degree < m − k.
Comparing the coeﬃcients of Xm−k−1 in the ﬁrst and the last expressions displayed above gives
δ(ab) = δ(a)Sm−k−1(b) + σ(a)δ(b). So the map δ : a ∈ R → δ(a) is an (Sm−k−1, σ )-derivation. 
We introduce the following notations for brevity:
Deﬁnition. Given δ, δ′ ∈ Lσ ,τ , if δ − δ′ ∈ Liσ ,τ then we write δ ≡ δ′ modulo Liσ ,τ or δ
Liσ ,τ≡ δ′ . We
suppress σ ,τ if they are understood and write brieﬂy δ ≡ δ′ modulo Li or δ Li≡ δ′ instead.
We start with investigating two different k-basic polynomials f , g of the same degree n. In view of
Lemma 2, we may assume f , g to be monic or, more generally, to have the same leading coeﬃcients.
Then h
def.= g − f is a nonzero polynomial of degree < n such that f + h, which is equal to g , is also
k-basic. The question is hence reduced to the following: Given a k-basic polynomial f of degree n,
characterize nonzero polynomials h with degh < n such that f + h is also k-basic. This is answered
in the following.
Lemma 4. Let f be a (k, σ )-basic polynomial of degree n. For a nonzero polynomial h of degree < n, f + h is
also k-basic if and only if h is (degh − n + k, σ )-basic. In this case, f + h is also (k, σ )-basic and δ f+hk =
δ
f
k + δhdegh−n+k.
Proof. The assertion is trivial if k < 0. So assume f = 0 and k 0. For r ∈ R ,
( f + h)r − σ(r)( f + h) = ( f r − σ(r) f )+ (hr − σ(r)h). (7)
Since f is k-basic, deg( f r − σ(r) f ) < n − k. If f + h is also k-basic then its associated automorphism
is also σ by Lemma 1. So f + h is also k-basic if and only if deg(hr − σ(r)h) < n − k for any r ∈ R .
The latter holds if and only if h is (degh − n + k, σ )-basic, as asserted. The equality for δ f+hk follows
by (6). 
In the above, if degh < n − k then Lemma 4 imposes no restriction on h at all. But in this case,
f + h ≡ f modulo P(n − k) and the k-basic-ness of f + h is trivially equivalent to that of f .
For u ∈ Q , let ρ(u) denote the right multiplication by u. In symbols, ρ(u) : r → ru for r ∈ Q .
The closure of k-basic polynomials under multiplications shown below gives a way of generating new
k-basic polynomials from old ones.
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δ
f g
k ≡ ρ
(
Sdeg f−k−1(v)
)
δ
f
k τ + ρ(u)σ δgk modulo LiSdeg f+deg g−k−1,σ τ ,
where u, v are the leading coeﬃcients of f , g respectively.
Proof. The assertion is trivial if k < 0. So assume k 0. For r ∈ R , we have
f gr − στ(r) f g = f (gr − τ (r)g)+ ( f τ (r)− στ(r) f )g. (8)
Set deg f
def.= n and deg g def.= m. Since f is (k, σ )-basic and g is (k, τ )-basic, we have
deg
(
gr − τ (r)g)<m− k and deg( f τ (r)− στ(r) f )< n − k.
So deg f (gr− τ (r)g) = deg f +deg(gr− τ (r)g) < n+m−k. Analogously, deg( f τ (r)−στ(r) f )g < n+
m−k. Hence deg( f gr−στ(r) f g) < n+m−k and f g is (k, σ τ )-basic. Write f =∑i ai X i , g =∑i bi X i
and f g =∑i ci X i , where ai,bi, ci ∈ Q . By (5), the coeﬃcient of Xn+m−k−1 in ( f gr−στ(r) f g) is equal
to
δ
f g
k (r) + ad(Sn+m−k−1,σ τ )(cn+m−k−1)(r).
Analogously, the coeﬃcient of Xn+m−k−1 in ( f τ (r) − στ(r) f )g is equal to
(
δ
f
k
(
τ (r)
)+ ad(Sn−k−1,σ )(an−k−1)(τ (r)))Sn−k−1(v)
= (δ fk τ (r) + ad(Sn−k−1τ ,στ )(an−k−1)(r))Sn−k−1(v)
= ρ(Sn−k−1(v))δ fk τ (r) + ρ(Sn−k−1(v)) ad(Sn−k−1τ ,στ )(an−k−1)(r).
Just like ad(Sn−k−1τ ,στ )(an−k−1), δ
f
k τ is clearly also an (S
n−k−1τ ,στ )-derivation. For r ∈ R , since τ (r) =
v Sm(r)v−1 by Lemma 1, we have
Sn−k−1(v)−1Sn−k−1
(
τ (r)
)
Sn−k−1(v) = Sn−k−1(v−1τ (r)v)= Sn−k−1Sm(r) = Sn+m−k−1(r).
So ρ(Sn−k−1(v))δ fk τ is an (S
n+m−k−1, σ τ )-derivation and
ρ
(
Sn−k−1(v)
)
ad(Sn−k−1τ ,στ )(an−k−1) = ad(Sn+m−k−1,σ τ )
(
an−k−1Sn−k−1(v)
)
.
Analogously, the coeﬃcient of Xm+n−k−1 in f (gr − τ (r)g) is equal to
uSn
(
δ
g
k (r) + ad(Sm−k−1,τ )(bm−k−1)(r)
)
= uSn(δgk (r) + ad(Sm−k−1,τ )(bm−k−1)(r))u−1 · u
= σ (δgk (r) + ad(Sm−k−1,τ )(bm−k−1)(r))u (since σ(r) = uSn(r)u−1 by Lemma 1)
= (σδgk (r) + ad(σ Sm−k−1,σ τ )(σ(bm−k−1))(r))u
= ρ(u)σ δg(r) + ρ(u)ad(σ Sm−k−1,σ τ )
(
σ(bm−k−1)
)
(r).k
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u−1
(
σ Sm−k−1(r)
)
u = Sn+m−k−1(r).
So ρ(u)σ δgk is an (S
n+m−k−1, σ τ )-derivation and
ρ(u)ad(σ Sm−k−1,σ τ )
(
σ(bm−k−1)
)= ad(Sn+m−k−1,σ τ )(σ(bm−k−1)u).
With these, we compare the coeﬃcients of Xm+n−k−1 in the left and the right sides of (8). The
asserted equality follows. 
As a special instance, if f , g are monic k-basic polynomials of degrees n,m respectively then
δ
f g
k ≡ δ fk Sm + Snδgk modulo Li .
Applying this repeatedly to the power f 	 of monic f , where 	 1, we have
δ
f 	
k ≡
	−1∑
i=0
S(	−i−1)nδ fk S
in modulo Li .
The division algorithm of P def.= Q [X; S, D] is a powerful tool. Its connection with basic k-
polynomials is analyzed in the following.
Lemma 6. Assume that f is (k, σ )-basic and that g = qf + h (or g = f q + h), where 0 = q ∈ P and
degh < deg f . Then g is (k, τ )-basic if and only if q is (k, τσ−1)-basic (respectively (k, σ−1τ )-basic) and
h is either 0 or (degh + k − deg g, τ )-basic.
Proof. The assertion is trivial for k < 0. We hence assume k  0. Consider the case that g = qf + h.
The other case that g = f q + h is treated analogously. Set n def.= deg f and m def.= deg g . Since f is k-
basic, the leading coeﬃcient of f is a unit by Lemma 1. We have degq =m − n. Firstly, suppose that
q is (k, τσ−1)-basic and that h is either 0 or (degh + k −m, τ )-basic. By Lemma 5, qf is (k, τ )-basic.
By Lemma 4, g
def.= qf + h is (k, τ )-basic, as asserted. Conversely, assume that g is (k, τ )-basic. Given
r ∈ R , we have deg(gr − τ (r)g) <m− k. We compute
gr − τ (r)g = (qf + h)r − τ (r)(qf + h)
= q( f r − σ(r) f )+ (qσ(r) − τ (r)q) f + (hr − τ (r)h).
Since f is (k, σ )-basic, we have deg( f r − σ(r) f ) < n − k and hence
deg
(
q
(
f r − σ(r) f ))= degq + deg( f r − σ(r) f )
< (m − n) + (n − k) =m− k.
It follows that
deg
((
qσ(r) − τ (r)q) f + (hr − τ (r)h))<m− k.
Since the leading coeﬃcient of f is a unit, for r ∈ R with qσ(r) − τ (r)q = 0, we have
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qσ(r) − τ (r)q) f )= deg(qσ(r) − τ (r)q)+ deg f
 deg f > degh deg
(
hr − τ (r)h).
It follows that
deg
((
qσ(r) − τ (r)q) f )= deg((qσ(r) − τ (r)q) f + (hr − τ (r)h))<m− k.
But
deg
((
qσ(r) − τ (r)q) f )= deg(qσ(r) − τ (r)q)+ deg f = deg(qσ(r) − τ (r)q)+ n.
We conclude that
deg
(
qσ(r) − τ (r)q)<m− n − k.
Since degq =m − n, q is (k, τσ−1)-basic. By Lemma 5, qf is (k, τ )-basic. Since g = qf + h is (k, τ )-
basic, h is either 0 or (degh + k −m, τ )-basic by Lemma 4. 
We are interested in nonconstant k-basic polynomials. Lemma 2 reduces our investigation of k-
basic polynomials to monic ones. If there exists a monic nonconstant k-basic polynomial then there
exists one of the minimal degree. For example, X + a, where a ∈ Q , is a monic 0-basic nonconstant
polynomial of minimal degree 1. Clearly, any monic 0-basic polynomials of degree 1 are of this form.
Deﬁnition. By a minimal k-basic polynomial, we mean a monic nonconstant k-basic polynomial of
the minimal degree. For integer j, set Φ( j)
def.= {u ∈ Q : ur = S j(r)u for r ∈ R}.
So Φ( j) = {0} if S j is not X-inner. If S j is X-inner we let u ∈ Q be a unit such that uru−1 = S j(r)
for r ∈ R and then clearly, Φ( j) = Cu, where C is the center of Q and is called the extended centroid
of R . By Lemma 2, minimal k-basic polynomials exist if nonconstant k-basic polynomials exist. We
start analyzing basic k-basic polynomials in terms of the one with minimal degree.
Lemma 7. Let f be a minimal k-basic polynomial of degree ν  1. Then any monic nonconstant k-basic poly-
nomial is of the form f n + h, where n 1 and where h is either 0 or (degh − nν + k, Snν)-basic. Conversely,
any such polynomial f n + h is k-basic. In this case, if degh − nν + k 0 then the leading coeﬃcient of h is a
unit in Φ(nν − degh).
Proof. Given a monic k-basic polynomial g of degree m > 0, write m = nν + l, where n, l are integers
such that n  1 and 0  l < ν . Divide g by f n and write g = qf n + h, where q,h are polynomials
with degq = l and degh < nν . By Lemma 6, q is also k-basic. But degq = l < ν = deg f . So q is a
constant by the minimality of the degree ν of f and must be the constant 1, since g, f are monic.
We thus have g = f n + h, where degh < nν . By Lemma 4, h is either 0 or (degh − nν + k, Snν)-basic.
The converse assertion is also obvious by Lemmas 4 and 5. In this case, if degh − nν + k  0 then
by Lemma 1 the leading coeﬃcient u of h is a unit such that uSdegh(r) = Snν(r)u for r ∈ R . That is,
u ∈ Φ(nν − degh). 
2. (Reduced) expressions of k-basic polynomials
To carry out our investigation further, we ﬁx the following notations:
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νk > 0. If fk exists then so do f s for 0 s < k. We deﬁne
Tk
def.= {s: 0 s < k and νs divides k − s}.
The set Tk occurs naturally in further analysis of k-basic polynomials and enjoys the following nice
compatibility:
Lemma 8.
(1) For s ∈ Tk, Ts = Tk ∩ {0,1, . . . , s − 1}.
(2) Given any integer nk  0, if ns
def.= (s + nkνk − k)/νs for s ∈ Tk then nt = (t + nsνs − s)/νt for t ∈ Ts.
Proof. For (1), let s ∈ Tk . Then νs|(k − s). For 0  t < s, νt |νs by Lemma 7. So νt |(k − s). Since
s − t = (k − t) − (k − s), we have νt |(s − t) ⇔ νt |(k − t). So t ∈ Ts ⇔ t ∈ Tk . For (2), given nk  1, let
ns
def.= (s + nkνk − k)/νs for s ∈ Tk . Then nkνk − k = nsνs − s. For t ∈ Ts , we have t ∈ Tk by (1). So
nkνk − k = nsνs − s = ntνt − t . This implies nt = (t + nsνs − s)/νt . 
We need some more abbreviations to state our result:
Deﬁnition. For brevity, if the minimal s-basic polynomial f s exists then we write
δs
def.= δ f ss ,
which is an (Sνs−s−1, Sνs )-derivation by Lemma 3. For any integer n 1, deﬁne
δ
(n)
s
def.=
n−1∑
i=0
S(n−i−1)νsδs Siνs ,
which is clearly an (Snνs−s−1, Snνs )-derivation.
By applying Lemma 5 repeatedly or by the remark following its proof, we have
δ
f ns
s ≡ δ(n)s modulo Li . (9)
For 0 = f ∈ P , we postulate f 0 def.= 1. We continue our analysis in terms of these fk as follows.
Theorem 9. Any monic k-basic polynomial g with deg g  1 can be uniquely expressed in the form
g ≡ f nkk +
∑
s∈Tk
us f
ns
s modulo P(nkνk − k), (10)
where nk
def.= deg g/νk  1, us ∈ Φ(k− s) and ns def.= (s+nkνk −k)/νs for each s ∈ Tk. Conversely, any g given
in (10) gives a monic k-basic polynomial of degree nkνk. We also have
δ
g
k ≡ δ(nk)k +
∑
s∈Tk
λ(us)δ
(ns)
s modulo LiSnkνk−k−1,Snkνk . (11)
All δ(nk)k and λ(us)δ
(ns)
s above deﬁne (S
nkνk−k−1, Snkνk )-derivations.
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nk  1 and where hk is either 0 or (deghk − nkνk + k, Snkνk )-basic. Set
s
def.= deghk − nkνk + k.
If s < 0 then deghk < nkνk − k, that is, hk ∈ P(nkνk − k). So g ≡ f nkk modulo P(nkνk − k), as asserted.
We hence assume s  0. By Lemma 7, the leading coeﬃcient us of hk is a unit in Φ(nkνk − deghk).
That is, us ∈ Φ(k − s), since nkνk − deghk = k − s. By Lemma 2, the monic polynomial h˜k def.= u−1s hk is
s-basic. If 0 = deghk = s + nkνk − k then s ∈ Tk and ns def.= (s + nkνk − k)/νs = 0. So f nss = f 0s = 1 and
hk = us = us f nss . It follows that g = f nkk + us f nss , which is of the form asserted in (10). (In this case,
fk must be semi-invariant, since k = s+nkνk  nkνk  νk .) We hence assume deghk > 0. By induction
hypothesis, we have the following expression of h˜k
h˜k ≡ f mss +
∑
t∈Ts
vt f
mt
t modulo P(msνs − s),
where ms
def.= deg h˜k/νs  1, vt ∈ Φ(s − t) and mt def.= (t +msνs − s)/νt for each t ∈ Ts . Particularly,
msνs = deg h˜k = deghk = s + nkνk − k.
Firstly, this implies msνs − s = nkνk − k and hence P(msνs − s) = P(nkνk − k). Secondly, this implies
νs|(s + nkνk − k). Since s < k, νs|νk by Lemma 7. So νs|(k − s), that is, s ∈ Tk . By Lemma 8, Ts = Tk ∩
{0,1, . . . , s − 1} and nt = (t + nsνs − s)/νt . Thirdly, this implies ms = (s + nkνk − k)/νs def.= ns . So, for
t ∈ Ts ,
mt
def.= (t +msνs − s)/νt = (t + nsνs − s)/νt = nt .
With all these, we rewrite the above expression of h˜k as
h˜k ≡ f nss +
∑
t∈Tk∩{0,...,s−1}
vt f
nt
t modulo P(nkνk − k).
For t ∈ Ts , set ut def.= usvt ∈ Φ(k − s)Φ(s − t) ⊆ Φ(k − t), since us ∈ Φ(k − s). We have
g = f nkk + ush˜k ≡ f nkk + us f nss +
∑
t∈Tk∩{0,...,s−1}
ut f
nt
t modulo P(nkνk − k).
This is the form asserted in (10). For the uniqueness of (10), let
g ≡ f nkk +
∑
s∈Tk
vs f
ns
s modulo P(nkνk − k), where vs ∈ Φ(k − s),
be another such expression of g . The difference of the two expressions of g gives
h
def.=
∑
s∈T
(us − vs) f nss ∈ P(nkνk − k).
k
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if us − vs = 0 then s  s0. But nkνk − k = nsνs − s = ns0νs0 − s0. If s < s0 then nsνs < ns0νs0 . So
degh = ns0νs0 = nkνk − k + s0 > nkνk − k, contradicting h ∈ P(nkνk − k).
Conversely, let g satisfy (10). Each f nss is (s, S
nsνs )-basic by Lemma 5 and hence us f
ns
s is also
s-basic by Lemma 2. By Lemma 1, the associated automorphism of us f
ns
s is deﬁned by the map
r ∈ R → us Snsνs (r)u−1s . We compute it by
us S
nsνs (r)u−1s = Sk−s Snsνs (r)
(
since us ∈ Φ(k − s)
)
= Sk−s+nsνs (r) = Snkνk (r) (since ns def.= (s + nkνk − k)/νs for s ∈ Tk).
So for s ∈ Tk and for r ∈ R , we have
deg
(
us f
ns
s r − Snkνk (r)us f nss
)
< nsνs − s = nkνk − k.
By Lemma 5, f nkk is (k, S
nkνk )-basic. So deg( f nkk r − Snkνk (r) f nkk ) < nkνk − k. It follows that deg(gr −
Snkνk (r)g) < nkνk − k, since each term of g modulo P(nkνk − k) satisﬁes the analogous inequality. So
the polynomial g given by (10) is a monic k-basic polynomial of degree nkνk .
We compute δgk for g given in (10) as follows. By (6),
δ
g
k = δ
f
nk
k
k +
∑
s∈Tk
λ(us)δ
f nss
deg f nss −deg f nkk +k
.
By (9), δ
f
nk
k
k ≡ δ(nk)k modulo Li . For s ∈ Tk , ns
def.= (s + nkνk − k)/νs and hence deg f nss = nsνs = s +
nkνk − k. Since deg f nkk = nkνk , we have
deg f nss − deg f nkk + k = (s + nkνk − k) − (nkνk) + k = s.
So
δ
f nss
deg f nss −deg f nkk +k
= δ f nsss ≡ δ(ns)s modulo Li,
where the last equivalence follows by (9) again. With this, (11) follows as asserted.
For the last assertion, δ(nk)k clearly deﬁnes an (S
nkνk−k−1, Snkνk )-derivation. We have seen that
δ
(ns)
s deﬁnes an (S
nsνs−s−1, Snsνs )-derivation. Since ns
def.= (s+nkνk−k)/νs for s ∈ Tk , we have nsνs− s =
nkνk − k and nsνs − s− 1 = nkνk − k− 1. So δ(ns)s is an (Snkνk−k−1, Ss+nkνk−k)-derivation. If us = 0 then
λ(us)δ
(ns)
s deﬁnes the zero map and there is nothing to prove. So assume us = 0. Since us ∈ Φ(k − s),
we have for r ∈ R ,
us S
s+nkνk−k(r)u−1s = Sk−s Ss+nkνk−k(r) = Snkνk (r).
It follows that λ(us)δ
(ns)
s gives an (S
nkνk−k−1, Snkνk )-derivation, as asserted. 
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coeﬃcients of X j in f r − Sn(r) f vanish for j  n− k. The monic k-basic polynomial f is also (k+ 1)-
basic if and only if the coeﬃcient of Xn−k−1 in f r − Sn(r) f also vanishes, that is, if and only if
δ
f
k = ad(Sn−k−1,Sn)(−an−k−1). Suppose that the monic k-basic polynomial f is not (k + 1)-basic but
that the associated (Sn−k−1, Sn)-derivation δ fk is X-inner, say δ
f
k + ad(Sn−k−1,Sn)(b) = 0 for some b ∈ Q .
Then the polynomial obtained from f by replacing the coeﬃcient of Xn−k−1 in f by b is a monic
(k + 1)-basic polynomial. So a k-basic polynomial f with δ fk ∈ Li can be made to be (k + 1)-basic by
altering its coeﬃcient of Xdeg f−k−1. In other words, f is a k-basic polynomial with δ fk ∈ Li if and only
if there exists a (k + 1)-basic polynomial f ′ such that f ≡ f ′ modulo P(deg f − k). Any (k + 1)-basic
polynomial is trivially a k-basic polynomial with δ fk ∈ Li . So the existence of (k+1)-basic polynomials
is equivalent to that of k-basic polynomials with δ fk ∈ Li . Combining this with Theorem 9 gives the
following:
Theorem 10. Assume the existence of nonconstant s-basic polynomials for 0  s  k. Then nonconstant
(k + 1)-basic polynomials exist if and only if there exist an integer nk  1 and us ∈ Φ(k − s) for s ∈ Tk
such that
δ
(nk)
k +
∑
s∈Tk
λ(us)δ
(ns)
s ∈ Li, where ns def.= (s + nkνk − k)/νs. (12)
In this case, set f
def.= f nkk +
∑
s∈Tk us f
ns
s and n
def.= deg f = nkνk. Then there exists b ∈ Q such that
δ
f
k + ad(Sn−k−1,Sn)(b) = 0.
Let g be the polynomial obtained from f by replacing the coeﬃcient of Xn−k−1 in f by b. Then g is a monic
(k + 1)-basic polynomial. All monic nonconstant (k + 1)-basic polynomials are so obtained.
Proof. For the only if part (⇒) of the asserted equivalence (ﬁrstly stated), assume that there ex-
ists a nonconstant (k + 1)-basic polynomial g . We may assume g to be monic by Lemma 2. Being
(k + 1)-basic, g must also be k-basic. By Theorem 9, g can be expressed in the form (10) modulo
P(deg g − k) and δgk is given in the form (11) modulo Li . Write g =
∑
i bi X
i , where bi ∈ Q , and
set n
def.= nkνk = deg g for brevity. Given r ∈ R , the coeﬃcient of Xn−k−1 in gr − Sn(r)g is equal to
δ
g
k (r) + ad(Sn−k−1,Sn)(bn−k−1)(r) by (5) and must vanish since g is (k + 1)-basic. Then
δ
(nk)
k +
∑
s∈Tk
λ(us)δ
(ns)
s
Li≡ δgk = −ad(Sn−k−1,Sn)(bn−k−1).
So (12) holds as asserted. Conversely, assume that (12) holds and
f
def.= f nkk +
∑
s∈Tk
us f
ns
s .
By Theorem 9, δ fk ≡ δ(nk)k +
∑
s∈Tk λ(us)δ
(ns)
s modulo Li . So the assumption (12) says δ fk ∈ Li . That is,
δ
f
k +ad(Sn−k−1,Sn)(b) = 0 for some b ∈ Q . Write f =
∑
i ai X
i . The coeﬃcient of Xn−k−1 in f r− Sn(r) f is
equal to δ fk (r)+ ad(Sn−k−1,Sn)(an−k−1)(r) by (5). Let g be the polynomial obtained from f by replacing
the coeﬃcient an−k−1 of Xn−k−1 by b. Then f , g have the same degree n and the same coeﬃcients
of Xi for i  n − k. So g remains to be k-basic, since the k-basic-ness depends only on coeﬃcients
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By (5), the coeﬃcient of Xn−k−1 in gr − Sn(r)g , where r ∈ R , is thus equal to
δ
g
k (r) + ad(Sn−k−1,Sn)(b)(r) = δ fk (r) + ad(Sn−k−1,Sn)(b)(r) = 0.
So g is (k + 1)-basic. This proves the if part (⇐) of the asserted equivalence (ﬁrstly stated) and also
the second assertion following. The last assertion is obvious. 
The expression (10) of a given monic k-basic polynomial g is unique modulo P(deg g − k). But
the polynomials f s , 0 s  k, are not unique in general. Since we are concerned with the associated
skew derivation δgk of a k-basic polynomial g , we deﬁne the following.
Deﬁnition. A monic k-basic polynomial g is called reduced if in the expression (10) of g , νs+1  (k− s)
for each s ∈ Tk with us = 0. Set T ′k
def.= {s ∈ Tk: νs+1  (k− s)}. Then a monic k-basic polynomial g with
deg g > 0 is reduced if and only if it admits the expression
g ≡ f nkk +
∑
s∈T ′k
us f
ns
s modulo P(nkνk − k),
where nk
def.= deg g/νk  1, where us ∈ Φ(k − s) and where ns def.= (s + nkνk − k)/νs for s ∈ T ′k .
Lemma 11. Given a monic k-basic polynomial g of deg g > 0, there exists a reduced k-basic polynomial g˜ with
deg g˜ = deg g, which is unique modulo P(deg g − k), such that δgk ≡ δ g˜k modulo Li . For two monic k-basic
polynomials g1, g2 of the same degree, δ
g1
k ≡ δg2k modulo Li if and only if g˜1 ≡ g˜2 modulo P(deg g1 − k).
Proof. For the ﬁrst assertion, let (10) be the expression of g . If us = 0 for s /∈ T ′k then g is reduced
and we simply set g˜
def.= g . Otherwise, νs+1|(k − s) for some s ∈ Tk with us = 0. Let s0 be the greatest
such s. So νs0+1|(s0 − k). Since s0 + 1 k, νs0+1|νk by Lemma 7. So νs0+1 divides s0 + nkνk − k. Then
h
def.= f (s0+nkνk−k)/νs0+1s0+1
also has degree s0 + nkνk − k = ns0νs0 , where ns0 def.= (s0 + nkνk − k)/νs0 . Consider the expression of h
as an s0-basic polynomial
h ≡ f ns0s0 +
∑
t∈Ts0
vt f
nt
t modulo P(ns0νs0 − s0),
where nt
def.= (t + nkνk − k)/νt = (t + ns0νs0 − s0)/νt by (2) of Lemma 8. Since h is also (s0 + 1)-basic,
we have δhs0 ∈ Li . Set g′
def.= g − us0h. By Lemma 4,
δ
g′
k = δgk − λ(us0)δhdegh−deg g+k = δgk − λ(us0)δhs0
Li≡ δgk ,
since degh−deg g+k = (s0 +nkνk −k)−nkνk +k = s0. The coeﬃcient of f ns0s0 in g′ is 0. If the k-basic
polynomial g′ is reduced then set g˜ def.= g′ . Otherwise, we proceed with g′ in the same way as with g
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′′
k
Li≡ δg′k
Li≡ δgk . Continue in this manner. In a ﬁnite number of steps, we
obtain a reduced k-basic polynomial g˜ with δ g˜k
Li≡ δgk .
For the uniqueness, suppose that g˜′ is another reduced k-basic polynomial of the same degree
such that δ g˜
′
k
Li≡ δgk . Write
g˜ ≡ f nkk +
∑
s∈T ′k
us f
ns
s and g˜
′ ≡ f nkk +
∑
s∈T ′k
u′s f
ns
s ,
where ns
def.= (s + nkνk − k)/νs and us,u′s ∈ Φ(k − s). Suppose that us = u′s for some s ∈ T ′k . Let s0 be
the maximal such s. Then
h
def.= (us0 − u′s0)−1(g˜ − g˜′) = f ns0s0 + ∑
s∈T ′s0
vs f
ns
s ,
where vs
def.= (us0 − u′s0 )−1(us − u′s) ∈ Φ(s0 − s). Also δhs0 = λ((us0 − u′s0 )−1)(δ g˜k − δ g˜
′
k )
Li≡ 0. So the s0-
basic polynomial h can be made to be (s0 + 1)-basic by altering its coeﬃcient of Xns0νs0−s0−1. This
implies νs0+1|degh = ns0νs0 = s0 +nkνk − k by Lemma 7. Also by Lemma 7, νs0+1|νk , since s0 + 1 k.
So νs0+1 divides (s0 + nkνk − k) − nkνk = s0 − k. This implies s0 /∈ T ′k , a contradiction.
For the second assertion, if δg1k ≡ δg2k modulo Li then δ g˜1k ≡ δg1k ≡ δg2k ≡ δ g˜2k modulo Li . Both g˜1
and g˜2 are reduced expressions of g1 (or g2). So g˜1 ≡ g˜2 modulo P(deg g1 − k) by the uniqueness of
the ﬁrst assertion. 
So a reduced k-basic polynomial with δ fk ∈ Li of a given degree, if it exists, is unique.
3. Main theorem
The expressions δ(ns)s in Theorems 9 and 10 are still complicate. We understand them in terms of
conjugations by S as follows: For any integer j, deﬁne
D j
def.= S j DS− j.
Consider a product of 	 letters of D and n letters of S in the following form
S j0DS j1DS j2 · · · DS j	−1DS j	 , where js  0 satisfy∑	s=0 js = n.
Set ki
def.= ∑i−1s=0 js for 1  i  	 + 1. Then 0  k1  · · ·  k	  k	+1 with k1 = j0 and k	+1 def.=∑	
s=0 js = n. Write js = −ks + ks+1 for 1 s 	. Then
S j0DS j1DS j2 · · · DS j	−1DS j	 = Sk1DS−k1+k2DS−k2+k3 · · · DS−k	−1+k	DS−k	+k	+1
= (Sk1DS−k1)(Sk2DS−k2) · · · (Sk	−1DS−k	−1)(Sk	DS−k	)Sk	+1
= Dk1Dk2 · · · Dk	−1Dk	 Sn.
Conversely, for any given increasing sequence 0  k1  · · ·  k	  k	+1 def.= n, by reversing the above
steps, we can transform Dk1Dk2 · · · Dk	−1Dk	 Sn back to S j0DS j1DS j2 · · · DS j	−1DS j	 , where j0 def.= k1
and js = −ks + ks+1  0 for 1  s  	. By deﬁnition, Δmn is the sum of distinct products of (m − n)
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Δmn =
∑
0k1···km−nn
Dk1Dk2 · · · Dkm−n−1Dkm−n Sn.
We hence deﬁne
Δ¯mn
def.= Δmn S−n =
∑
0k1···km−nn
Dk1Dk2 · · · Dkm−n−1Dkm−n .
Given f ∈ P of degree n, we deﬁne δ¯ fk
def.= δ fk S−(n−k−1) . If f =
∑
i ai X
i , where ai ∈ Q , then δ fk
def.=∑
i aiΔ
i
n−k−1. So we have
δ¯
f
k
def.= δ fk S−(n−k−1) =
∑
i
aiΔ
i
n−k−1S
−(n−k−1) =
∑
i
aiΔ¯
i
n−k−1.
Given δ ∈ Lσ ,τ , we deﬁne
δ¯
def.= δσ−1 ∈ Lτσ−1 .
Given a unit u ∈ Q and δ ∈ Lσ ,τ , λ(u)δ is a (σ , τ ′)-derivation, where τ ′ : r → uτ (r)u−1 for r ∈ R . So
we have
λ(u)δ
def.= λ(u)δσ−1 = λ(u)δ¯ ∈ Lτ ′σ−1 .
Given f ∈ P of degree n, we have deﬁned δ¯ fk
def.= δ fk S−(n−k−1) . If f happens to be a (k, σ )-basic
polynomial of degree n then δ fk is an (S
n−k−1, σ )-derivation by Lemma 3 and, as a skew derivation,
δ
f
k is also deﬁned to be δ
f
k S
−(n−k−1) , that is δ fk = δ¯ fk . In this case, note that δ¯ fk is a (σ Sk+1−n)-
derivation. If f is also monic then σ = Sn by Lemma 1 and δ¯ fk is hence an Sk+1-derivation. For the
monic nonconstant basic s-polynomial f s of the minimal degree νs , we have δs
def.= δ f ss ∈ LSνs−s−1,Sνs
and hence
δ¯s
def.= δ¯ f ss def.= δ f ss Ss+1−νs = δs Ss+1−νs ∈ LSs+1 .
For any integer n 1, since δ(n)s
def.= ∑n−1i=0 S(n−i−1)νsδs Siνs ∈ LSnνs−s−1,Snνs , we have
δ¯
(n)
s
def.= δ(n)s def.= δ(n)s Ss+1−nνs ∈ LSs+1 .
We compute
δ¯
(n)
s
def.= δ(n)s def.= δ(n)s Ss+1−nνs =
n−1∑
i=0
S(n−i−1)νsδs Ss+1−(n−i)νs
=
n−1∑
i=0
S(n−i−1)νs
(
δs S
s+1−νs)S−(n−i−1)νs
=
n−1∑
S(n−i−1)νs δ¯s S−(n−i−1)νs =
n−1∑
Siνs δ¯s S
−iνs .i=0 i=0
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associated skew derivation δgk given in (11) (modulo Li). Since δgk , δ(nk)k and λ(us)δ(ns)s in (11) are all
(Snkνk−k−1, Snkνk )-derivations, we have
δ¯
g
k
def.= δgk Sk+1−nkνk ≡
(
δ
(nk)
k +
∑
s∈Tk
λ(us)δ
(ns)
s
)
Sk+1−nkνk
≡ δ(nk)k Sk+1−nkνk +
∑
s∈Tk
λ(us)δ
(ns)
s S
k+1−nkνk
≡ δ¯(nk)k +
∑
s∈Tk
λ(us)δ¯
(ns)
s modulo LiSk+1 .
In terms of this, Theorem 10 says that nonconstant (k+1)-basic polynomials exist if and only if there
exist an integer nk  1 and us ∈ Φ(k − s) for s ∈ Tk such that
δ¯
(nk)
k +
∑
s∈Tk
λ(us)δ¯
(ns)
s ∈ LiSk+1 , where ns
def.= (s + nkνk − k)/νs .
Given θ ∈ A and for any map ϕ : Q → Q , we deﬁne ϕθ (r) def.= θϕθ−1(r) for r ∈ Q . That is, ϕθ def.=
θϕθ−1. For maps ϕ1,ϕ2, . . . of Q into Q , we have
(ϕ1ϕ2 · · ·)θ = ϕθ1ϕθ2 · · · .
Particularly, (ϕn)θ = (ϕθ )n . Given σ ,τ ∈ A and δ ∈ Lσ ,τ , we have δθ ∈ Lσ θ ,τ θ . For b ∈ Q , we have
(
ad(σ ,τ )(b)
)θ = ad(σ θ ,τ θ )(θ(b)).
To understand δ¯(ns)s , we have to compute S
iνs δ¯s S−iνs . The crucial tool is cv-polynomials introduced
in [16]. For our purpose, we consider a slight generalization below.
Theorem 12. (See [16].) Given σ ∈ A and δ ∈ Lσ , consider the Ore extension Q [Y ;σ , δ]. If ϑ : Q [Y ;σ , δ] →
Q [X; S, D] is a ring homomorphism such that the restriction of ϑ to Q , denoted by θ , forms an automorphism
of Q , then ϑ(Y ) is a cv-polynomial with respect to (σ θ , δθ ). Conversely, given a cv-polynomial f with respect
to (σ , δ), any θ ∈ A extends to a unique ring homomorphism of Q [Y ;σ θ−1 , δθ−1 ] → Q [X; S, D] such that
Y → f .
Proof. Firstly, let ϑ : Q [Y ;σ , δ] → Q [X; S, D] be a ring homomorphism such that the restriction of ϑ
to Q , denoted by θ , is an automorphism of Q . For r ∈ Q , we have
0= ϑ(Y r − σ(r)Y − δ(r))
= ϑ(Y )ϑ(r) − ϑσ(r)ϑ(Y ) − ϑδ(r)
= ϑ(Y )θ(r) − θσ (r)ϑ(Y ) − θδ(r).
Replacing r by θ−1(r) yields 0 = ϑ(Y )r − σ θ (r)ϑ(Y ) − δθ (r). So ϑ(Y ) ∈ Q [X; S, D] is a cv-polynomial
with respect to (σ θ , δθ ), as asserted. Conversely, assume that f ∈ Q [X; S, D] is a cv-polynomial with
respect to (σ , δ). That is, f r − σ(r) f − δ(r) = 0 for r ∈ Q . Given θ ∈ A, note that σ θ−1 ∈ A and
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σ θ
−1 . Form the Ore extension Q [Y ;σ θ−1 , δθ−1 ]. This ring is naturally isomorphic to the quo-
tient ring Q {Y }/I , where Q {Y } is the ring freely generated by the ring Q and the indeterminate Y
and where I is the ideal of Q {Y } generated by Y r − σ θ−1 (r)Y − δθ−1 (r) for r ∈ Q . By the free-ness
of Q {Y }, the map Y → f and r → θ(r) for r ∈ Q induces a ring homomorphism ϑ of Q {Y } into
Q [X; S, D]. For r ∈ Q , we compute
ϑ
(
Y r − σ θ−1(r)Y − δθ−1(r))= ϑ(Y )ϑ(r) − ϑ(θ−1σθ(r))ϑ(Y ) − ϑ(θ−1δθ(r))
= f θ(r) − σθ(r) f − δθ(r) (since ϑ(Y ) = f and ϑ(r) = θ(r))
= 0 (since the cv-polynomial f is associated with (σ , δ)).
The ideal I is generated by Y r − σ θ−1 (r)Y − δθ−1 (r), where r ∈ Q . So we have ϑ(I) = 0. It follows
that θ induces a ring homomorphism ϑ : Q [Y ;σ θ−1 , δθ−1 ] → Q [X; S, D] such that ϑ : Y → f and
such that ϑ : r → θ(r) for r ∈ Q . This ring homomorphism ϑ is unique, since the Ore extension
Q [Y ;σ θ−1 , δθ−1 ] is generated as a ring by the indeterminate Y and the ring Q . 
For brevity, we introduce the following
Deﬁnition. Let σ be an automorphism of Q . For integer k  0, the k-th σ -norm of u ∈ Q , denoted
by Nσk (u), is deﬁned inductively by N
σ
0 (u)
def.= 1 and Nσk+1(u)
def.= Nσk (u)σ k(u).
This notion arises naturally in the following two ways in our context: Firstly, let σ ,τ be two
automorphisms of Q such that τ (r) = uσ(r)u−1. Then we see inductively that
τ k(r) = Nσk (u)σ k(r)
(
Nσk (u)
)−1
.
Secondly, given u ∈ Q and integers 	, i  0, we have inductively that
(
uX	
)i = NS	i (u)X	i + terms of degree< 	i.
More generally, we compute
(
uX	 + terms of degrees< 	)i = (uX	)i + terms of degrees< 	i
= NS	i (u)X	i + terms of degrees< 	i.
We are now ready for
Theorem 13. Given σ ∈ A and δ ∈ Lσ , consider the Ore extension Q [Y ;σ , δ]. Assume that ϑ : Q [Y ;σ , δ] →
Q [X; S, D] is a ring homomorphism such that the restriction of ϑ to Q , denoted by θ , forms an automorphism
of Q . Set 	
def.= degϑ(Y ). For h ∈ Q [Y ;σ , δ], h is (k, τ )-basic if and only if ϑ(h) is (	k + 	 − 1, τ θ )-basic. In
this case, set m
def.= degh and u to be the leading coeﬃcient of h. Then
δ
ϑ(h)
	(k+1)−1 ≡ ρ
(
NS
	
m−k−1(u)
)(
δhk
)θ
modulo Li
S	(m−k−1),τ θ .
Proof. For r ∈ Q , write
hr − τ (r)h =
∑
ci(r)Y
i ∈ Q [Y ;σ , δ], where ci(r) ∈ Q .i
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ϑ(h)θ(r) − θτ (r)ϑ(h) = ϑ(hr − τ (r)h)=∑
i
θci(r)ϑ(Y )
i ∈ Q [X; S, D].
In the above, replacing r by θ−1(r) yields the expression
ϑ(h)r − τ θ (r)ϑ(h) =
∑
i
cθi (r)ϑ(Y )
i .
Let ν be an integer such that ci(r) = 0 for any r ∈ Q and for any i > ν . We don’t assume cν(Q ) = 0
at this moment. We can thus rewrite the above as
ϑ(h)r − τ θ (r)ϑ(h) = cθν(r)ϑ(Y )ν +
∑
i<ν
cθi (r)ϑ(Y )
i .
Write
ϑ(Y ) = uX	 + (terms of degrees< 	), where 	 def.= degϑ(Y ).
Then ϑ(Y )ν = NS	ν (u)X	ν + (terms of degrees< 	ν). Also, deg(
∑
i<ν c
θ
i (r)ϑ(Y )
i) < ν	. So
ϑ(h)r − τ θ (r)ϑ(h) = cθν(r)NS
	
ν (u)X
	ν + (terms of degrees< 	ν). (13)
It follows that
deg
(
ϑ(h)r − τ θ (r)ϑ(h)) 	ν. (14)
To prove the equivalence ﬁrstly asserted, we let ν be the greatest degree of polynomials hr−τ (r)h,
where r ∈ Q . So we have cν(r) = 0 for some r ∈ Q . Suppose that h is (k, τ )-basic. That is, for any
r ∈ Q , deg(hr − τ (r)h) <m− k, where m def.= degh. So ν m− k − 1. By (14),
deg
(
ϑ(h)r − τ θ (r)ϑ(h)) 	ν  	(m− k − 1).
Since degϑ(h) = 	m, we write
	(m− k − 1) = 	m− (	k + 	 − 1) − 1= degϑ(h) − (	k + 	 − 1) − 1.
So we have
deg
(
ϑ(h)r − τ θ (r)ϑ(h)) degϑ(h) − (	k + 	 − 1) − 1 for any r ∈ Q . (15)
So ϑ(h) is (	k + 	 − 1, τ θ )-basic. Conversely, suppose that ϑ(h) is (	k + 	 − 1, τ θ )-basic. That is,
(15) holds. Since degϑ(h) = 	m, we have
degϑ(h) − (	k + 	 − 1) − 1= 	m− 	k − 	 = 	(m− k − 1).
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with (15) yields the inequality
	ν = deg(ϑ(h)r − τ θ (r)ϑ(h)) 	(m − k − 1).
Since 	 > 0, we have ν  m − k − 1. So deg(hr − τ (r)h)  m − k − 1 for any r ∈ Q . That is, h is
(k, τ )-basic. This proves the ﬁrst asserted equivalence.
For the rest of the assertions, assume that h is (k, τ )-basic. Let b ∈ Q be the coeﬃcient of Ym−k−1
in h. By (5),
cm−k−1(r) = δhk (r) + ad(σm−k−1,τ )(b)(r) for r ∈ Q .
That is, cm−k−1 = δhk + ad(σm−k−1,τ )(b). So we have
cθm−k−1 =
(
δhk + ad(σm−k−1,τ )(b)
)θ = (δhk )θ + ad((σ θ )m−k−1,τ θ )(θ(b)).
Since h is (k, τ )-basic, we have ci(r) = 0 for i >m− k− 1 and for r ∈ Q . We can thus apply (13) with
ν
def.= m− k − 1. This yields
ϑ(h)r − τ θ (r)ϑ(h) = ((δhk )θ + ad((σ θ )m−k−1,τ θ )(θ(b)))(r)NS	m−k−1(u)X	(m−k−1)
+ (terms of degrees< 	(m − k − 1)).
The coeﬃcient of X	(m−k−1) in ϑ(h)r − τ θ (r)ϑ(h) is thus equal to
((
δhk
)θ + ad((σ θ )m−k−1,τ θ )(θ(b)))(r) · NS	m−k−1(u)
= ρ(NS	m−k−1(u))((δhk )θ + ad((σ θ )m−k−1,τ θ )(θ(b)))(r).
By Theorem 12, ϑ(Y ) is (degϑ(Y ) − 1, σ θ )-basic. Since ϑ(Y ) = uX	 + terms of degrees < 	, we have
σ θ (r) = uS	(r)u−1 for r ∈ Q by Lemma 1. It follows that
(
σ θ
)m−k−1
(r) = NS	m−k−1(u)S	(m−k−1)(r)
(
NS
	
m−k−1(u)
)−1
for r ∈ Q .
So we have
ρ
(
NS
	
m−k−1(u)
)
ad((σ θ )m−k−1,τ θ )
(
θ(b)
)= ad(S	(m−k−1),τ θ )(θ(b)NS	m−k−1(u)).
Analogously, we see that ρ(NS
	
m−k−1(u))(δ
h
k )
θ ∈ LS	(m−k−1),τ θ . So the coeﬃcient of X	(m−k−1) in ϑ(h)r−
τ θ (r)ϑ(h) is given by
(
ρ
(
NS
	
m−k−1(u)
)(
δhk
)θ + ad(S	(m−k−1),τ θ )(θ(b)NS	m−k−1(u)))(r),
where the map within the outermost parentheses is an (S	(m−k−1), τ θ )-derivation. On the other hand,
note that degϑ(h) = 	m. Let a ∈ Q be the coeﬃcient of X	(m−k−1) in ϑ(h). By (5), the coeﬃcient
of X	(m−k−1) in ϑ(h)r − τ θ (r)ϑ(h) is given by
(
δ
ϑ(h) + ad(S	(m−k−1),τ θ )(a)
)
(r).	(k+1)−1
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δ
ϑ(h)
	(k+1)−1 ≡ ρ
(
NS
	
m−k−1(u)
)(
δhk
)θ
modulo Li
S	(m−k−1),τ θ . 
What we need is the following consequence of Theorems 12 and 13.
Lemma 14. If SνDS−ν = D + adS (b), where b ∈ Q and ν is an integer > 0, then the map
ϑ:
{
X → X + b and
r → Sν(r) for r ∈ Q ,
deﬁnes an automorphism of Q [X; S, D] and for any monic k-basic polynomial g of degree m,
Sνδgk S
−ν ≡ δϑ(g)k modulo LiSm−k−1,Sm .
Proof. Set θ
def.= Sν , σ def.= S and δ def.= D + adS (b). We compute
(X + b)r = S(r)(X + b) + (D(r) + br − S(r)b)
= S(r)(X + b) + (D + adS(b))(r) = σ(r)(X + b) + δ(r).
So X + b is a cv-polynomial with respect to (σ , δ). By Theorem 12, the automorphism θ def.= Sν of Q
extends to a unique ring homomorphism from Q [Y ;σ θ−1 , δθ−1 ] → Q [X; S, D] with Y → X + b. We
compute
σ θ
−1 = Sθ−1 def.= θ−1Sθ = S−ν S Sν = S,
δθ
−1 = (D + adS(b))θ−1 def.= θ−1(D + adS(b))θ = S−ν(D + adS(b))Sν = D.
So Q [Y ;σ θ−1 , δθ−1 ] is equal to Q [Y ; S, D] and can be identiﬁed with Q [X; S, D]. The map
ϑ:
{
X → X + b and
r → Sν(r) for r ∈ Q ,
gives a ring homomorphism of Q [X; S, D] to Q [X; S, D]. The inverse map is given by X → X− S−ν(b)
and r → S−ν(r) for r ∈ Q . So ϑ is an automorphism. Let g be a monic k-basic polynomial of degree m.
By Theorem 13, ϑ(g) is also k-basic and
δ
ϑ(g)
k ≡
(
δ
g
k
)θ = Sνδgk S−ν modulo LiSm−k−1,Sm ,
as asserted. 
We have seen that the minimal 0-basic polynomial f0 assumes the form X + b, where b ∈ Q is
arbitrary. We are hence interested in the existence of k-basic polynomials for k > 0. Our ﬁnal result
concerning the existence and the structure of k-basic polynomials is the following.
Theorem 15. Assume that D is X-outer. If a 1-basic polynomial f of degree ν  1 exists then SνDS−ν ≡ D
modulo LiS . Conversely, assume the existence of the least integer ν  1 such that SνDS−ν ≡ D modulo LiS . In
the case of char R = 0, if fk exists for k  1 then νk = ν . In the case of char R = p  2, fk always exists for
any k 0 and we have either ν1 = ν or ν1 = pν and inductively for k 1, either νk+1 = νk or νk+1 = pνk.
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least integer  1 such that δ¯(ν1)0
def.= ∑ν1−1j=0 D j ∈ LiS . This implies
Dν1 − D = S
(
ν1−1∑
j=0
D j
)
S−1 −
(
ν1−1∑
j=0
D j
)
∈ LiS . (16)
So Sν1DS−ν1 ≡ D modulo LiS . This proves the ﬁrst assertion.
Conversely, assume there exists the least ν  1 such that SνDS−ν ≡ D modulo LiS . Set δ def.=∑ν−1
j=0 D j . Since SνDS−ν ≡ D modulo LiS , it follows that SνD j S−ν ≡ D j modulo LiS for any j. So
SνδS−ν ≡ δ modulo LiS . For any given integer 	 1, we compute
	ν−1∑
j=0
D j =
	−1∑
i=0
ν−1∑
j=0
Diν+ j =
	−1∑
i=0
Siν
(
ν−1∑
j=0
D j
)
S−iν =
	−1∑
i=0
SiνδS−iν ≡ 	δ modulo LiS .
If ν1 exists then ν|ν1 by (16). Write ν1 = ν	. Then
ν1−1∑
j=0
D j ≡ 	δ modulo LiS .
So the existence of ν1 is equivalent to the existence of 	 such that 	δ ∈ LiS . In this case, ν1 = 	ν ,
where 	 1 is the least integer such that 	δ ∈ LiS . In the case of char R = 0, if 	δ ∈ LiS for some 	 > 0
then δ ∈ LiS and hence ν = ν1 by the minimality of ν1. In the case of char R = p  2, set 	 = p. Then
	δ = pδ = 0. So f1 always exists and ν1|pν by the minimality of ν1. We have already seen that ν|ν1.
So either ν1 = ν or ν1 = pν .
We divide the rest of our argument into several claims.
Claim 1. For any k 0 and u ∈ Φ(k), Sν(u) = u.
Reason. The assertion is obvious if u = 0. So assume u = 0. Then u is a unit such that uru−1 = Sk(r)
for r ∈ Q . For r ∈ R , uS(r)u−1 = Sk S(r) = S Sk(r) = S(uru−1) = S(u)S(r)S(u)−1. So S(u)−1uS(r) =
S(r)S(u)−1u. This implies S(u)−1u ∈ C . Set α def.= S(u)−1u ∈ C . Apply D to the equality 1 = uu−1.
Then 0 = D(1) = D(uu−1) = D(u)u−1 + S(u)D(u−1). We obtain
D
(
u−1
)= −S(u)−1D(u)u−1.
With these, we compute
SkDS−k(r) = uD(u−1ru)u−1 = uD(u−1)r + uS(u)−1D(r) + uS(u)−1S(r)D(u)u−1
= −uS(u)−1D(u)u−1r + uS(u)−1D(r) + uS(u)−1S(r)D(u)u−1
= −αD(u)u−1r + αD(r) + αS(r)D(u)u−1
= αD(r) − α adS
(
D(u)u−1
)
(r).
So Dk
Li≡ αD . Since D is X-outer, S(β) = β for any β ∈ C by Kharchenko’s Lemma (Lemma 16, [14]
or Lemma 5, [7]). Then D2k
Li≡ αSkDS−k Li≡ α2D . Continuing in this manner, we see that Dν L
i≡ ανD .
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Li≡ D by the deﬁnition of ν . So (αν − 1)D ∈ Li . Since D is X-outer, we conclude αν = 1.
With S(u) = u/α, we see that S2(u) = S(S(u)) = S(u)/α = u/α2. Continuing in this manner, we have
Sν(u) = u/αν = u, as claimed. 
Let ϑ be the automorphism of Q [X; S, D] deﬁned in Lemma 14 with respect to the least integer
ν  1 such that Dν ≡ D modulo Li . So Claim 1 says that ϑ(u) = u for u ∈ Φ(k) for any k. If fk exists
then ν|νk since ν|ν1, and we deﬁne
ϑk
def.= ϑνk/ν .
Claim 2. If h
def.= ϑk( fk)− fk satisﬁes ϑk(h) ≡ h modulo P(νk − k) then, setting s def.= degh− νk + k, we have
for any integer n 1
δ¯
(n)
k
def.=
n−1∑
j=0
S jνk δ¯k S
− jνk Li≡
(
n
1
)
δ¯k +
(
n
2
)
δ¯hs .
Reason. Let g be an s-basic polynomial. By Lemma 14, we have for any n 1,
δ
ϑn(g)
s ≡ Sνδϑ
n−1(g)
s S
−ν ≡ S2νδϑn−2(g)s S−2ν ≡ · · · ≡ Snνδgs S−nν modulo Li .
Setting n = νk/ν , we have
δ
ϑk(g)
s ≡ Sνkδgs S−νk modulo Li .
Setting g = fk in the above, we have δϑk( fk)k
Li≡ Sνkδk S−νk . By Lemma 4, h is s-basic. Setting g = h in
the above, we have δϑk(h)s
Li≡ Sνkδhs S−νk . Also by Lemma 4, δϑk( fk)k = δ fkk + δhs = δk + δhs . So Sνkδk S−νk
Li≡
δk + δhs . Write this in terms of δ¯k and δ¯hs :
Sνk δ¯k S
−νk Li≡ δ¯k + δ¯hs .
Since νk−k = degh− s, we have ϑk(h) ≡ h modulo P(degh− s) and hence δϑk(h)s L
i≡ δhs . So Sνkδhs S−νk L
i≡
δ
ϑk(h)
s
Li≡ δhs . Assume inductively that S( j−1)νk δ¯k S−( j−1)νk L
i≡ δ¯k + ( j − 1)δ¯hs . We see that
S jνk δ¯k S
− jνk = Sνk(S( j−1)νk δ¯k S−( j−1)νk)S−νk Li≡ Sνk(δ¯k + ( j − 1)δ¯hs )S−νk
Li≡ Sνk δ¯k S−νk + ( j − 1)Sνk δ¯hs S−νk L
i≡ (δ¯k + δ¯hs )+ ( j − 1)δ¯hs
Li≡ δ¯k + jδ¯hs .
By induction, we have for any integer j  0,
S jνk δ¯k S
− jνk Li≡ δ¯k + jδ¯hs .
We thus have for any integer n 1,
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(n)
k =
n−1∑
j=0
S jνk δ¯k S
− jνk Li≡
n−1∑
j=0
(
δ¯k + jδ¯hs
) Li≡ (n
1
)
δ¯k +
(
n
2
)
δ¯hs ,
as claimed. 
For k 1, if νk exists then we consider the following hypothesis:
(Hk) For any s 0 with νs < νk and for any monic s-basic polynomial g ,
ϑk(g) ≡ g modulo P(deg g − s).
Claim 3. Given k  1, if fk exists and (Hk) holds, then, setting h
def.= ϑk( fk) − fk , we have ϑk(h) ≡ h modulo
P(νk − k).
Reason. By Theorem 13, ϑk( fk) is also a minimal k-basic polynomial. Since fk and ϑk( fk) are monic
polynomials of the same degree, their difference h
def.= ϑk( fk)− fk has degree < deg fk . We shall show
ϑk(h) ≡ h modulo P(νk − k). This is trivial if h = 0. So assume h = 0. Set s def.= degh − νk + k. Since
νk − k = degh − s, it suﬃces to show ϑk(h) ≡ h modulo P(degh − s). If s < 0 then trivially h ≡ 0
modulo P(degh − s) and also ϑk(h) ≡ 0 modulo P(degh − s), since degϑk(h) = degh. So ϑk(h) ≡
0 ≡ h modulo P(degh − s) in this case. We hence assume s  0. By Lemma 4, h is (s, Sνk )-basic.
By Lemma 1, the leading coeﬃcient u of h is a unit such that Sνk (r) = uSdegh(r)u−1 for r ∈ Q . So
0 = u ∈ Φ(νk − degh). If degh = 0 then h = u and ϑ(h) = h by Claim 1. We hence also assume
degh > 0. Then νs  degh < deg fk
def.= νk by Lemma 7. So (Hk) is applicable to the monic u−1h, which
is also s-basic by Lemma 2. It follows that ϑk(u−1h) ≡ u−1h modulo P(degh − s). Since ϑ(u) = u by
Claim 1, we have ϑk(h) = ϑk(u)ϑk(u−1h) ≡ u(u−1h) = h modulo P(degh − s), as asserted. 
Claim 4. Assume that char R = p  2. Given k  1, if fk exists and (Hk) holds, then fk+1 exists and either
νk+1 = νk or νk+1 = pνk.
Reason. Set h
def.= ϑk( fk) − fk and s def.= degh − νk + k. By Claim 3, ϑk(h) ≡ h modulo P(νk − k). By
Claim 2,
δ¯
(p)
k
Li≡
(
p
1
)
δ¯k +
(
p
2
)
δ¯hs = 0.
That is, δ¯(p)k ∈ Li . We can thus modify the coeﬃcient of X pνk−k−1 in f pk to obtain a (k + 1)-basic
polynomial of degree pνk . So fk+1 exists and so does νk+1. By Lemma 7, νk+1|pνk and νk|νk+1. So
either νk+1 = νk or νk+1 = pνk , as asserted. 
Claim 5. The hypothesis (H1) holds.
Reason. The only s  0 with νs < ν1 is 0. Let g be a monic 0-basic polynomial. We shall show that
ϑ1(g) ≡ g modulo P(deg g). Clearly, g ≡ Xn modulo P(deg g), where n def.= deg g . Write ν1 = 	ν . Then
ϑ1(X) = X +∑	−1j=0 S jν(b). So
ϑ1(g) ≡ ϑ1
(
Xn
)=
(
X +
	−1∑
j=0
S jν(b)
)n
≡ Xn ≡ g modulo P(deg g). 
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Li≡ Δ¯ν1−kν1−k−1 .
Reason. Since
∑ν1−1
j=0 D j ∈ Li , we have for any integer n 1,
nν1−1∑
j=0
D j =
n−1∑
i=0
ν1−1∑
j=0
Diν1+ j =
n−1∑
i=0
Siν1
(
ν1−1∑
j=0
D j
)
S−iν1 ∈ Li .
Also, D j+nν1
Li≡ D j , since Snν1DS−nν1 L
i≡ D . With these, we see that
Δ¯
nν1−k
nν1−k−1 =
nν1−k−1∑
j=0
D j =
(n−1)ν1−1∑
j=0
D j +
nν1−k−1∑
j=(n−1)ν1
D j
Li≡
nν1−k−1∑
j=(n−1)ν1
D j
Li≡
ν1−k−1∑
j=0
D(n−1)ν1+ j
Li≡
ν1−k−1∑
j=0
D j
Li≡ Δ¯ν1−kν1−k−1. 
Claim 7. In the case of char R = 0, for any k 1, if fk exists then νk = ν .
Reason. Assume that νk = ν and that fk+1 exists. If k = deg fk then fk is semi-invariant and
ν	 = νk = ν for any 	 > k. So assume k < deg fk def.= νk = ν . Let g be a monic k-basic polynomial
of degree > 0 such that δgk ∈ Li . Without loss of generality, we may assume that g is reduced by
Lemma 11. So by Theorem 9,
g ≡ f nkk +
∑
s∈T ′k
us f
ns
s modulo P(nkνk − k),
where us ∈ Φ(k − s) and where ns def.= (s + nkνk − k)/νs for each s ∈ T ′k . Since νs = ν for 1 s k, we
have T ′k = {0}. Since ν0 = 1, n0
def.= (nkνk − k)/ν0 = nkν − k. Thus,
g ≡ f nkk + u0 f n00 = f nkk + u0Xnkν−k modulo P(nkνk − k).
The associated skew derivation δ(n0)0
def.= δ f
n0
0
0 of the 0-basic polynomial f
n0
0 = Xnkν−k is equal to
Δ
nkν−k
nkν−k−1 and is equivalent to Δ
ν−k
ν−k−1 modulo Li by Claim 6. By Theorem 9,
δ¯
g
k
Li≡ δ¯(nk)k + λ(u0)Δ¯nkν−knkν−k−1
Li≡ δ¯(nk)k + λ(u0)Δ¯ν−kν−k−1.
We compute δ¯(nk)k as follows. Set h
def.= ϑk( fk) − fk . Since νk = ν1, (Hk) is equivalent to (H1). So
(Hk) holds by Claim 5. By Claim 3, ϑk(h) ≡ h modulo P(νk − k). Set s def.= degh − νk + k. By Claim 2,
δ¯
(nk)
k
Li≡
(
nk
1
)
δ¯k +
(
nk
2
)
δ¯hs .
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def.=
νk = ν . This implies s = 0 and hence degh = νk − k. By Theorem 9, we express the 0-basic polyno-
mial h as
h ≡ v f n00 ≡ v Xν−k modulo P(ν − k),
where v ∈ Φ(k) and where n0 def.= degh = ν − k. It follows that δ¯hs = λ(v)Δ¯ν−kν−k−1. So
δ¯
(nk)
k
Li≡
(
nk
1
)
δ¯k +
(
nk
2
)
λ(v)Δ¯ν−kν−k−1. (17)
On the other hand, if s < 0 or degh = 0 then δ¯hs = 0 and hence δ¯(nk)k
Li≡ (nk1 )δ¯k , which is also in the
form (17) by letting v = 0. So (17) holds always. With (17), we write
δ¯
g
k
Li≡
(
nk
1
)
δ¯k +
((
nk
2
)
λ(v) + λ(u0)
)
Δ¯ν−kν−k−1 = nk δ¯k +
(
λ
((
nk
2
)
v + u0
))
Δ¯ν−kν−k−1 ∈ Li .
Since char R = 0, nk is invertible in Q . Also,
(nk
2
)
v + u0 ∈ Φ(k). Set u def.=
((nk
2
)
v + u0
)
/nk ∈ Φ(k). We
have
δ¯k + λ(u)Δ¯ν−kν−k−1 ∈ Li .
Set f
def.= fk + uXν−k . We see that
δ¯
f
k = δ¯k + λ(u)Δ¯ν−kν−k−1 ∈ Li .
Altering the coeﬃcient of Xν−k−1 in f , we obtain a (k+1)-basic polynomial f ′ . It follows that νk+1 def.=
deg f ′ = deg f = νk = ν , as asserted. 
Our proof is completed by the following:
Claim 8. For any k 1, if νk exists then the hypothesis (Hk) holds.
Reason. By Claim 5, (H1) holds. As the induction hypothesis, assume that νk+1 exists and that
(Hs) holds for 1  s  k. We shall show that (Hk+1) also holds. If νk+1 = νk then ϑk+1 = ϑk and
the set of s with νs < νk+1 is identical with the set of s with νs < νk . In this case, (Hk+1) is equiv-
alent to (Hk) and hence holds trivially. We hence assume νk+1 > νk . By Claim 7, char R = p  2 and
by Claim 4, νk+1 = pνk . So ϑk+1 = ϑ pk . Consider f s , where 0 s  k. Set hs
def.= ϑs( f s) − f s . With the
induction hypothesis (Hs), Claim 3 is applicable to f s and asserts that ϑs(hs) ≡ hs modulo P(νs − s).
Write ϑs( f s) = f s + hs . Then
ϑ2s ( f s) = ϑs( fs + hs) = ϑs( f s) + ϑs(hs) ≡ f s + 2hs modulo P(νs − s).
Continuing in this manner, we see inductively that ϑns ( f s) ≡ f s +nhs modulo P(νs − s) for any n 1.
Particularly,
ϑ
p
s ( f s) ≡ f s + phs = f s modulo P(νs − s).
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ϑk+1( f s) ≡ f s modulo P(νs − s) for 0 s k.
Any monic s-basic polynomial g given can be expressed in the form
g ≡ f nss +
∑
t∈Ts
ut f
nt
t modulo P(deg g − s),
where ut ∈ Φ(s − t). Applying ϑk+1 to the above, we obtain
ϑk+1(g) ≡ ϑk+1
(
f nss
)+∑
t∈Ts
ϑk+1(ut)ϑk+1
(
f ntt
)
≡ f nss +
∑
t∈Ts
ut f
nt
t (by Claim 1)
≡ g modulo P(deg g − s).
So (Hk+1) holds as claimed. 
In the case of char R = p  2, with Claims 4 and 8, we see inductively that for all k 1, νk exists,
that (Hk) holds and that νk+1 = νk or νk+1 = pνk . This completes our proof. 
We conclude this paper by observing some special instances of Theorem 15 in the litera-
ture: Assume that D is quasi-algebraic or, equivalently, that the minimal semi-invariant polynomial
in Q [X; S, D] exists. Let ν be the least integer such that SνDS−ν ≡ D modulo Li . If D is an or-
dinary derivation, that is, if S is the identity automorphism, then ν = 1. It is well known that a
quasi-algebraic derivation must be X-inner if char R = 0 and must have the minimal quasi-algebraic
degree pk for some k  0 if char R = p  2. Assume that D is q-skew in the sense that SDS−1 = qD ,
where q ∈ C satisﬁes S(q) = q and D(q) = 0. Then ν is the least integer  1 such that qν = 1. The
following is proved in [6]: If char R = 0 then the minimal quasi-algebraic relation of q-skew derivation
D assumes the form Dν = adSν (b) for some b ∈ Q and so the degree of the minimal semi-invariant
polynomial is ν . If char R = p  2 then the minimal quasi-algebraic relation of q-skew derivation D
assumes the form
Dp
kν +
∑
0s<k
λ(us)D
psν = ad
S pkν
(b),
where us ∈ Φ((pk − ps)ν) and b ∈ Q , and so the degree of the minimal semi-invariant polynomial
is pkν . Theorem 15 clearly generalizes all of these.
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